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Community Garden 3231
Aireys Inlet, Fairhaven, Moggs Creek, Eastern View

Working Bees by Terrence Hoffmann
Two working bees have helped to create a very attractive and functional garden for members to enjoy. The
paths between the garden plots have been covered in cardboard and a layer of mulch to suppress weeds, the
empty plots have all been filled and mostly planted out, all of the community plots have been placed, filled,
planted and labeled. Members have helped in many ways. Angela obtained a trailer load of sheep manure to
fill the remaining garden plots, Graham made labels and fixed them to each plot, and the Committee
members have really put in. On the day of the working bee there is the Networking Team feeding us scones
and tea, and Kim and Alex from the Gardening Team giving direction and ticking off the elements of the
main plan. Yet during the week, there is also a lot of great work being done by Kim and Alex. They water,
weed, plant, obtain extra materials, make new composts and plan the next stage. As the weather warms up
we expect more members will take on more of these roles.
Working bees are for the benefit of the whole garden. If you have an individual plot, you will have received
the benefit of the team helping you. Individual plots were built by the Building Team, wheelbarrows full of
manure, straw, topsoil, dynamic lifter, newspaper and compost were provided and brought to the plot by the
team. As well there was advice from the Gardening Team about what to plant, how to plant and how to set
your garden up. There is still a fair bit to do to get the community plots created and sown, so do try and get
to our next working bee and become part of the team.

Constructions in Community Garden 3231
by Terrence Hoffmann

Bird Netting

Members have taken up the idea of netting their plots
after early attacks on the garden by sulphur crested
cockatoos. Each gardener will make their own decisions
about the design of netting for their plots, but here are
some examples if you want something for your home
garden.
Graham and Tania have created ‘The Aviary’. Black
netting makes this timber-framed protection an almost
invisible presence. You will need some carpentry skills
to make it work. But there is a lot of room inside to
garden and let things grow up.
Rod and Jan started ‘The Igloo’. Their neighbours
joined in and we now have ‘The Tunnel’. So far there
seems to be a need to get larger sized netting to make
it fit. Keep an eye on this design as it just required star
pickets, sufficient hose lengths and some tape. Another
roomy enclosure.
Keith and Mary have ‘The Low-riser’. Easy to install
and good for things that don’t gain much height.
Tomatoes would grow through the net, so it is really
best for root vegetables and low growing plants.

The Shed

The Building Team are still working away at getting
the shed to lock up stage and functional. They are
seeking colour bond or galvanized corrugated iron
at present. If you have some or can get some, email
Daryl at daryl.love@bigpond.com

Stakes

Jane has made a lovely looking
stake for a climbing plant such as
peas, or even to keep the tomato
bush tied up off the ground.
(Pictured on the left of this photograph.)Jane has offered to teach
members how to weave one of
these attractive and practical
garden aids.

Photographs from the October Working Bee
by Trudy White

Aireys Inlet Community Christmas Carols 2010

All community gardeners are cordially invited to be part of
this relaxed and family-friendly event to be held at the Allen
Noble Reserve at 7.30pm on Friday December the 10th.
Put this in your diary now to avoid clashes with all of the
other Christmas functions.

What are you planning
for your vegie patch?
Forest Sticks Vegie Garden Fence in our Home Garden
by Trudy White

We found that King Parrots were eating our tomatoes (holding the
fruit in one claw and nibbling it with their beak, then throwing half
of the tomato away), and rabbits actually ate my carrots! There is
also a roaming alpaca from next door who likes a varied diet. Simon
put up a fence using available sticks from our garden, some of which
are drilled and screwed together, and some resting on the others.
Then he put chicken wire around the perimeter. Come tomato season,
we can hang bird net over specific plants, or over the whole garden.
We have been enjoying a daily harvest of lettuce leaves, and keep
planting more to keep up supplies. Last week I planted seeds in trays
and tiny cardboard pots that you can plant straight into the ground oak leaf lettuce, bush bean, tomato ten colour heirloom mix, cherrry
tomato, pea greenfeast, sweet basil and spinach, and a handful of
mystery brown peas that were in my seed box. Today I saw a pea
shoot poking up from the soil. Could there be anything more
satisfying than raising seeds?

Write in and send photos to
trudyw@westnet.com.au if
you would like your vegie
patch to be shown in an
upcoming newsletter.

